Analyzing a single data set using multiple RNA informatics programs often requires a file format conversion between each pair of programs, significantly hampering productivity. To facilitate the interoperation of these programs, we propose a syntax to exchange basic RNA molecular information. This RNAML syntax allows for the storage and the exchange of information about RNA sequence and secondary and tertiary structures. The syntax permits the description of higher level information about the data including, but not restricted to, base pairs, base triples, and pseudoknots. A class-oriented approach allows us to represent data common to a given set of RNA molecules, such as a sequence alignment and a consensus secondary structure. Documentation about experiments and computations, as well as references to journals and external databases, are included in the syntax. The chief challenge in creating such a syntax was to determine the appropriate scope of usage and to ensure extensibility as new needs will arise. The syntax complies with the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) recommendations, a widely accepted standard for syntax specifications. In addition to the various generic packages that exist to read and interpret XML formats, an XML processor was developed and put in the open-source MC-Core library for nucleic acid and protein structure computer manipulation.
INTRODUCTION

An exchange format for RNA informatics
The need for informatics methods in RNA science has increased dramatically over the last few years+ Large amounts of data generated by genome sequencing projects, microarray analyses, and RNA selection experiments have established a need for data storage, retrieval, and analysis methods+ In addition, a number of computational capabilities have become critical for understanding RNA biology, such as sequence alignments (pairwise and multiple), secondary structure predictions, three-dimensional modeling, and the detection, classification, and description of recurrent motifs in primary, secondary, and tertiary structures+ During the maturation of the RNA informatics field, individual laboratories developed many software programs that read input and write output files in formats unique to these given programs+ Many of these programs can be used sequentially, and thus numerous format transformations must be applied to the data, obstructing productivity+ A standard syntax for RNA information exchange that is supported by community members should in-crease efficiency, opening new paths in the combination of existing RNA analysis programs+ Efforts to standardize the exchange of information in molecular biology are currently underway; however, these efforts generally are not targeted for the peculiarities of RNA science, and tend to focus on the exchange of genomic DNA information, protein sequence/ structure information, or microarray data+ For example, the need to specify RNA secondary structure is critical to many RNA projects, but is not the focus of genomic data representation efforts+
Existing formats do not capture details of RNA biology adequately
The primary efforts to standardize biological information exchange formats include the BIOpolymer Markup Language (BIOML) (Fenyo, 1999) project developed collaboratively by ProteoMetrics and LLC, the Bioinformatic Sequence Markup Language (BSML TM ) (Laurent & Biggar, 1999) developed and distributed by Visual Genomics, the Genome Annotation Markup Elements (GAME; http://www+bioxml+org/Projects/game/), and the CORBA Bio effort (Stevens & Miller, 2000) + BIOML provides an extensible framework for annotating experimental information about molecular entities, such as proteins and genes+ BSML is an extensible language specification and container used to represent and display genetic sequence information+ Although both BIOML and BSML include RNA information, the syntaxes are focused on gene-related elements of RNA, such as transcription start and stop sites and general base modifications or variants+ Neither syntax addresses RNA structure information+ GAME is focused on the programmatic needs of annotation exchange in genomics+ RNA science is not a primary emphasis of this effort+ The CORBA Bio effort aims to use CORBA's object orientation as a translator between diverse biological data resources+
Recognizing the growing need for a standard syntax, a group of RNA scientists gathered at the RNA Society meeting in Madison, Wisconsin, in 1998 to outline a format for RNA data exchange that, if widely adopted, would provide a single format for representing information specific to RNA molecules+ After the original meeting, this same group met in San Diego, California, in May 1999 with RNA scientists active either in database curation or algorithm design+ This article is the primary report of that meeting+ After addressing the problems and challenges of building a general-purpose syntax, the RNAML syntax, we established a set of design principles and chose the Extensible Markup Language 1+0 (XML, http://www+ w3+org/TR/2000/REC-xml-20001006) as the data representation form+ Achard et al+ (2001) provide a detailed comparison of XML to other languages in the context of bioinformatics data representation+ XML is "the universal format for structured documents and data on the Web" (www+w3+org/XML)+ It is supported by the W3C, the World Wide Web consortium, which is the primary body for Web standards+ XML sets conventions for designing text formats for data, producing unambiguous files that are extensible, supported internationally/locally, platform-independent, and easily generated and read by a computer+ XML encodes a method for "marking-up" text so that the elements of the text have associated tags and attributes that provide the reader or parser information about the text+ A document type definition (DTD) specifies a formal description of a particular type of document, outlining element names and types, restrictions on attribute or element values, and the hierarchical order in which elements appear in the document+ All documents of a particular type must be constructed and named in a consistent and conformant manner, providing applications with advance notice of the names and structures that compose the particular document type+ Thus, given an XML file, one can understand the role that each piece of data is playing by referring to the DTD+ The format that was developed for standard RNA data exchange is an XML-compliant DTD+ The presentation of RNAML Version 1+0 is the focus of this article+ Primary advantages of XML include its growing support, as shown by the increasing availability of tools for processing XML files in all major programming languages; the ability to extend the syntax with new concepts without breaking programs that parse older versions of the syntax; and XML's capacity to logically organize different levels of detail using nested data structures+ Chief disadvantages are that XML files can appear verbose to human readers and can be relatively large+ However, XML text is unambiguous and easily readable, and the benefits of computer readability and robustness seem to outweigh these disadvantages+
Common usage of a standardized exchange format
A common scenario that can be imagined for use of the RNAML format follows:
1+ Upon sequencing of a RNA molecule, create a simple, brief RNAML file composed of the sequence information+ 2+ As the nature of RNA base modifications are ascertained experimentally, add these sequence annotations to the file+ 3+ Run the sequence through a secondary structure prediction server, such as MFOLD (Mathews et al+, 1999 )+ The server would accept the RNAML format, extract the necessary information, complete computations, and supplement the input file with additional elements that specify the molecule's predicted 708 A. Waugh et al.
secondary structure (specification of helices and single-stranded regions in the sequence)+ 4+ Other servers, perhaps specializing in the detection of pseudoknots, add further annotation to the file+ 5+ Send the file to a program that performs covariation analyses of multiple alignments to predict or confirm secondary structure, as well as long-range tertiary interactions+ The computational results are inserted into the file+ 6+ Send the file to a three-dimensional modeling program, such as MC-Sym (Major et al+, 1991) , to build fragments of the molecule's structure and assign Cartesian coordinates to parts of the molecule based on its secondary structure+ The program adds these coordinates to the growing file+ 7+ Perform laboratory experiments to confirm or contradict all or part of the structure and add a trace of these results into the file+ 8+ Finally, a modeling program (or modeler) combines all the fragments into a single structural hypothesis [e+g+, using Manip (Massire & Westhof, 1999) ] and supplements the file with the remaining coordinates (perhaps changing existing coordinates) that are necessary to fully express the model+ By the end of this process, the file has grown in size and richness of information, and because conformance to the RNAML format has been maintained throughout, the file can be "recycled" at any time through any of the mentioned programs to recompute features or update information+ With time, the file should accurately represent a summary of our accumulated knowledge on a given RNA molecule+ Note that the RNAML syntax is intended to provide and exchange RNA information among programs; some specific program arguments and constraints must be dealt with separately+ Alternately to this iterative scenario, a RNAML document can be created to maintain annotations of existing structures determined by experimental methods and thus serve as a repository for storing analyses and observations made on the predetermined RNA+ A RNAML document can also be used to carry only a restricted portion of information about an RNA molecule that is of concern for a particular study+ Ultimately, the resulting documents can be disseminated to interested parties, all while following a standardized and familiar syntax+
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design principles
The resources that were particularly considered while creating a syntax for RNAML include MFOLD (secondary structure prediction), MC-Sym (tertiary structures and models), and the RNA databases, such as the RNase P Database (Brown, 1999), the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP; Maidak et al+, 2000), RiboWEB (Bada & Altman, 2000) , the Nucleic Acid Database (NDB; Berman et al+, 1992) , and the Protein Data Bank (PDB; Berman et al+, 2000)+ However, the application of the syntax should be general+ Special care was taken to ensure compatibility in markup expressiveness with existing databases such as GenBank and PDB (Berman et al+, 2000) so that any kind of RNA data, from genomic to threedimensional, can be inserted into a RNAML document+ Although XML can provide a solution to the syntax issue of elaborating a new exchange format, it does not help in resolving inconsistencies in semantics+ The problem of defining reliable semantics is much more difficult than defining a common syntax and requires agreement among members of the involved community+ For example, a syntax might represent a helix with the start base, its partner, and the length (in base pairs) of the helix+ The semantics might specify that a helix is a run of two or more antiparallel Watson-Crick base pairs with no gaps or bulges+ Someone may specify a correct syntax (base-id-5p ϭ 12, base-id-3p ϭ 29, length ϭ 5), which implies base pairs from nt 12 and 29 through 16 and 25+ But the syntax could also be used to specify another helix (baseid-5p ϭ 10, base-id-3p ϭ 11, length ϭ 6), which, though syntactically legal, is semantically incorrect+ In addition, the semantics may be presumably specified but may not handle all cases+ For example, one may assume RNA double helices are A-form and others A9-form+ For the purpose of RNAML, we strived to avoid semantically contentious issues while taking the first step of specifying a syntax+ The syntax allows for the definition of helices, bulges, loops, and other concepts and abstractions from RNA structure, but does not attempt to constrain their meaning+ Indeed, the precise definition of secondary structure evolved as the subject of significant debate and is not even agreed upon in the RNA community+
The hierarchical (nested) nature of XML mimics the inherent hierarchical nature of biological molecules (a molecule is composed of bases, which are composed of atoms)+ Thus, XML provides a valuable method for logically structuring knowledge about RNA molecules into a single text document (see Fig+ 1)+ An RNAML document can represent one RNA molecule as a sequence, possibly annotated, along with a set of structures that describe the RNA under various conditions or modeling experiments+ RNA molecules that are evolutionarily related may further be enclosed in a class element that expresses their relationship by incorporating such elements as a consensus structure and sequence alignments+ Multiple tentative alignments from multiple authors can also be represented in a single RNAML file+ Furthermore, intermolecular interactions can be represented using the syntax, as many different RNAs or RNA classes can be included in a single document+ The IUPAC nomenclature for specifying bases and ambiguous bases was adopted+ Two additional characters are acceptable+ The character "+" is used to indicate fuzziness about a base or its presence+ The character "-" is used to fill the gaps in an alignment+ McCloskey and coworkers have compiled a list of posttranslationally modified RNA bases and present it on a public web site (http://www-medlib+med+ utah+edu/RNAmods/)+ The symbols for these modified bases were adopted for use in the sequence annotation records of RNAML+ The characters in superscript can be included in the ASCII representation of the base symbols, but of course not as superscripts+ Atomic coordinates are included in RNAML similarly to existing formats such as NDB and PDB, which are built upon the macromolecular crystallographic interchange format (mmCIF)+ RNAML was carefully elaborated to provide compatibility with the fields of PDB ATOM records+ All known and predicted base-pairing types can be described in RNAML using the unambiguous and descriptive nomenclature of Leontis and Westhof (2001)+ Note that most secondary and tertiary annotations of RNAML can be computed from a tertiary structure by using the MC-Annotate program (Gendron et al+, 2001 )+ RESULTS RNAML version 1+0 was created, and the DTD for it is shown in Appendix A+ Examples, the DTD file, and documentation on the syntax are available at the project's web site (http://www-lbit+iro+umontreal+ca/rnaml/)+ Many RNAML elements are optional+ A user can create a file that makes extensive use of the markup capabilities or can report simple sequence or structure information with little additional information+ The syntax allows one to put comments, both within and outside of the XML markup+ The parser must pass internal comments to the application programs that could then properly treat the information+ Following the markup-oriented approach of XML, all data in an RNAML document is inserted as parsable CDATA (#PCDATA) and markups are used to classify the data within the hierarchy+ In this context, no validation of the data, using the DTD, is made+ For example, even though the IUPAC nomenclature and the McCloskey's modifications are accepted as standard, the content of the corresponding XML elements is not restricted+ This may be seen as a problem, but, in fact, is a task that must be dealt with at another level, such as during data parsing+ RNAML documents must specify which version of the DTD is to be used to validate their content, eliminating possible confusion when several versions exist+ Requiring explicit documentation of the version is also particularly useful if one wants to write "static" parsers, as compared to relying on generic XML parsers+ An RNAML document can describe one or more RNA molecules, intermolecular RNA interactions, and reference information under the top-level markup rnaml (see Fig+ 1A) + Each RNA molecule is characterized using A. Waugh et al.
the identity element, which specifies the name of the molecule and the taxonomic information about the species, strain, and other categories of this molecule within the Linnaean system+ A full description of the sequence and structure may also be contained in the molecule element (see Fig+ 1B for a schematic view of some elements)+
Sequence
The sequence element may contain one or more numbering systems followed by the actual sequence data and possible annotations+ The length attribute is required as a forward indication for parsers of the number of bases, N, that the seq-data element contains+ The seq-data should contain a string of IUPAC symbols of the specified length+ Space and end-of-line characters are ignored+ The seq-data element is optional+ The numbering-system elements establish multiple numbering and index systems over a single sequence, which allows an author to map his base numbering method to other numbering systems+ For example, a tRNA molecule may have its "natural" numbering system, from x to x ϩ N Ϫ 1, but may also be numbered according to the canonical numbering system from 1 to N+ This would create two numbering systems in the document, which can easily be mapped to each other by a program+ A numbering system is composed of one numbering-table, that is a sequence of N base identifiers, ids, not necessarily consecutive, or of numbering-range elements+ Each numbering-range specifies the start and end of consecutive base positions in a portion of the whole sequence+ Numbering tables are useful to depict base insertions in a sequence, that is, bases that all possess the same numeric position and are distinguished by insertion symbols+ Numbering ranges are most useful to lessen the size of documents that contain large RNAs using natural numberings+ Sequence annotation (seq-annotation) elements indicate base modifications and segment identifications+ Base modifications are specified by the base position and the standard base modification type+ Segment identifications are specified by a segment name and its location in the sequence+ Consecutive bases in a sequence description are covalently connected unless otherwise indicated+ Gaps should be represented using the appropriate symbol, and cut sequences expressed with as many sequence elements as there are subsequences+ Base identifiers in an RNAML document must contain not only the position in the sequence, but also a reference to a molecule and a model to ensure uniqueness+ In a sense, the molecule element is equivalent to the chain id in the PDB format+ Insertions made to natural molecules are indicated using a letter in the position element, following the base number+ target distances (and their uncertainty) to be communicated+ Distance constraints may come from NMR, crosslinking or labeling experiments, and so forth+ A model containing only an RNA secondary structure can be depicted simply with an empty atomic description and filled base-pair annotations+ A secondarystructure-display element can be used to store the two-dimensional coordinates of bases in a secondary structure diagram, such as those produced by MFOLD+ This allows a user to encapsulate folding results in an RNAML document+
Structure relationships
If multiple interacting RNA molecules are depicted, the author can document the interactions between these molecules in an interaction element+ Distances, base pairing, helices, stacking information, and other relations between two molecules can be expressed+ This element is making use of the same structural annotations as intramolecular interactions+ Consequently, base references must contain the originating molecule+
Multiple RNAs
Information relative to a given set of RNA molecules can be represented in RNAML by using the moleculeclass element+ One use of this element is to group occurrences of the same functional RNA found in multiple organisms+ Molecules contained in a class can either be included in the molecule-class element or referred to using the molecule-id element+ A class may define a standard numbering system that is common to all molecules based on an alignment of their sequences+ One or many alignments may be specified for a single class+ A consensus-molecule element allows one to represent the common structural components of the molecules in the class+ The common numbering system can be found in this consensusmolecule element+ Alignments are encoded using seq-data elements by allowing the common symbols "+" and "-+" The task of establishing the correspondence between the various numbering systems and the alignment data is left to programs that interpret RNAML documents+ It should be noted that a given RNA molecule should not be represented more than once in an RNAML document+ The proposed organization is sufficiently flexible to express the information within a single molecule element+
Documentation
In addition to the specific elements that form the structure of an RNAML document, general attributes can be used to comment on each element+ These attributes refer to actual elements located at the end of a document+ Journal articles, database entries, and analysis results may be included+ Articles allows one to give a formal reference to information found in the file+ Database entries provide a mechanism by which element content may refer to external data found in other databases+ A program that reads an RNAML document with such comments may access the referred database, either directly from the information placed in the document or by connecting to the appropriate database server+ Finally, analysis elements allow one to give additional details about the methods, programs, and versions that were used to produce data placed in the file+
DISCUSSION
Other efforts to develop a standard syntax for areas within biology exist, most of which do not confer sufficient details for RNA databases and algorithms+ Thus, the RNAML syntax has been designed with two purposes in mind+ First, we want a syntax that is both immediately adoptable by application builders in RNA science and capable of allowing one to represent a large amount of application-independent information in an unambiguous and reusable syntax+ Second, we would like to ensure that the syntax can easily be expanded as new types of information become available+ We propose to set up an ad hoc committee for standards to which suggestions of syntax changes could be submitted and from which approvals could be received efficiently+ Because of XML's extensibility, growing support, and nested levels of complexity, we believe that a standard specified by an XML DTD has the greatest chance of success+ Furthermore, because RNAML is XML compliant, users can automate the translation from RNAML to other bioinformatic XML-compliant DTDs using the extensible well-supported stylesheet language (XSL)+ XSL is a transformation and formatting language that, given a set of user-specified rules, can be used to rewrite the content of one XML document using a different set of XML tags, generating text as needed+ The transformation rules are specified in an XSL stylesheet+ Because the stylesheet complies with the XML syntax, the basic syntax is familiar to the users, and enables an XML processor to check for basic syntactic errors (http://www+w3+org/Style/XSL)+ Because DTDs are designed to specify the structure of a text document, XML has no mechanisms for constraining the text content+ Thus, a DTD cannot be used to specify numeric ranges of a text value, or to define limitations or checks on the text content+ Only the markups can be controlled by the DTD+ For instance, the RNAML DTD cannot enforce the use of IUPAC letters in sequence descriptions+ Rather, the software application that uses the data must perform its own error checking to enforce this constraint+ XML Schema tech-nology may be useful in adding constraints of this type in the future (http://www+w3+org/XML/Schema)+ To encourage the use of RNAML, we made available a web page that contains the DTD, a documentation, and examples (http://www-lbit+iro+umontreal+ca/rnaml/)+ The present authors will implement it and systematically use it in their program developments+ In addition, the RNase P Database serves its documents in RNAML, and the MFold server and the MC-Sym modeling software will read and produce RNAML documents in the future+ The nucleic acid database (NDB; Berman et al+, 1992) is also prepared to archive and distribute RNAML for experimental as well as model structures+
